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ABSTRACT Web clustering is one of the most important ways of information retrieval and taxonomy management for the Web. Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters). The clustering problem has been addressed in many contexts and by researchers in many disciplines. This reflects its broad appeal and usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data analysis. As the dataset’s scale increases rapidly, it is difficult to use traditional clustering algorithms to deal with large amount of data. In this paper we propose a divide and conquer clustering strategy which allows the grouping of a large number of data sets more quickly. This strategy divides the whole web data into smaller subsets and applies similarity histogram-based clustering method, based on keeping a tight similarity distribution within clusters. It merges the clusters with the use of cluster summaries in the form of key-phrases extracted from the clusters. Keywords Search engines; distributed computing; Clustering algorithm; Similarity; Human– computer interaction. 1. Introduction Cluster analysis is the organization of a collection of patterns (usually represented as a vector of measurements, or a point in a multidimensional space) into clusters based on similarity. Intuitively, patterns within a valid cluster are more similar to each other than they are to a pattern belonging to a different cluster. One requirement of data mining is efficiency and scalability of mining algorithms. All the main data mining algorithms have been investigated, such as decision tree induction, fuzzy rule-based classifiers, neural networks. Data clustering is being used in several data intensive applications, including image classification and document retrieval. Clustering algorithms generally follows hierarchical or partitional approaches. The paper is organized as follows: in the next section the similarity histogrambased clustering method is sketched. The key-phase extraction method has been described in section three. Divide and Conquer strategy to cluster web pages is presented in section four. Final conclusions are discussed in section five.



2. Similarity histogram-based clustering method The textual information can be included to cluster the web documents [1]. We represent each web document as a vector in the vector space model of IR and then compute the similarity between them. For each element of the vector we use the standard tf.idf weighting: tf(i; j) * idf(i), where tf(i; j) is the term-frequency of word i in document j, and idf is the Inverse Document Frequency corresponding to word i. Since the term-vector lengths of the documents vary, we use cosine normalization in computing similarity. That is, if x and y is vectors of d1 and d2, then the similarity between d1 and d2 is S (d1 , d 2 ) = S (d 2 , d1 ) =
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In order to represent each document in N dimensional space, we require N keywords from documents. If total number of web pages to be clustered is P, we can extract approximately [N/P + 1] keywords from each document, where [.] is the round-off value. We based the parsing of documents and keywords to be absorbed in the following precedence order: heading tag, bold tag, strong tag, anchor text tag and so on. However, our algorithm is invariant of the any precedence order. A coherent cluster should have high pair-wise document similarities. We judge the quality of a similarity histogram (cluster cohesiveness) by calculating the ratio of the count of similarities above a certain similarity threshold RT to the total count of similarities [2]. The higher this ratio, the more cohesive is the cluster. The histogram of the similarities in the cluster is represented as:



Where B the number of histogram bins, hi the count of similarities in bin i, and ∂ the bin width of the histogram. The histogram ratio of a cluster c, which indicates cluster cohesiveness, is calculated as:



Where RT is the similarity threshold and T is the bin number corresponding to the similarity threshold. SHC algorithm has been described in Algorithm 1.



1: Ci ← Empty List {Cluster List of Node i} 2: for each document d k ∈ Dk do 3: for each cluster cr ∈ Ci do 4:



HR old = HR(cr )



5:



Simulate adding d k to c r



6:



HR new = HR(cr )



7:



if (HR new ≥ HR old ) AND (HR new > HRmin ) then



8:



Add d k to c r



9: end if 10: end for 11: if (d k was not added to any cluster) then 12:



Create a new cluster c new



13:



Ci ← {Ci ,c new }{Add c new to Ci }



14:



Add d k to c new



15 : end if 16 : end for



Algorithm 1 Histogram based clustering algorithm



3. Cluster summarization using key-phrase extraction Each document can be represented as a directed graph (digraph) G: (V;E) where V is a set of nodes {v1; v2; . . . ; vn}, where each node v represents a unique word in the entire document set; and E is a set of edges {e1; e2; . . . ; em}, such that each edge e is an ordered pair of nodes {vi; vj}. An edge from vi to vj indicates that the word vj appears successive to the word vi in some document. The common document graph is computed by intersecting graphs gi and gj. Then the topological sorting of the common graph is done. This sorted graph can be traversed easily from starting node to end node, in order to get phases. In case of cycles in the graph, the nodes which are not included in the sorting are randomly chosen one by one as starting node and all the common phases can be extracted between two documents. For any cluster ci of the node, we can get the common phases between all pairs of documents di and dj of the cluster. All the common phases of a cluster will be assigned a scored value which will be used to judge its quality such that Score(P) = Length of Phrase * exp (Frequency of Phrases). In this way phases are ranked and n high ranked phases are used to construct cluster representative document of any cluster ci.



Figure 1. Phrase Extraction



4. Divide and Conquer Strategy to Web Clustering Divide and Conquer strategy works as follows: Step 1: Divide the whole data into smaller subsets of size m. Step 2: For each subset (i) run the SRC algorithm for clustering. Step 3: For each cluster (j) in subset (i) find cluster representative documents (CRDs). Step 4 : group the CRDs into the subsets of size m. Step 5: For each Subset of CRDs run SRC algorithm for clustering. Step 6: Run Step 3 to 5 till the number of clusters is less than T or there is no further decrement in the number of clusters. This is a bottom up strategy to cluster the web documents. Basic theme of the algorithm is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Divide and Conquer Strategy for clustering Web Data



5. Conclusion We have introduced a divide and conquer approach for document clustering, which minimizes the time taken to cluster the documents through cluster summarization. The quality of clustering also depends upon the method to get the key-phases for cluster summaries. Strategy is independent of the method used for clustering of sub-set documents. We are free to apply any clustering algorithm in place of SRC. Acknowledgement The author feels indebted to Prof. K. K. Shukla for the interesting discussions on various subjects. References [1] X. He et al, Web document clustering using hyperlink structure, Computational Statistics & Data Analysis 41 (2002) 19-45. [2] Hammouda, K.M.; Kamel, M.S., Incremental document clustering using cluster similarity histograms, Web Intelligence, 2003. WI 2003. Proceedings. IEEE/WIC International Conference on Volume, Issue, 13-17 Oct. 2003 Page(s): 597 – 601. [3] A.K. Jain, M.N. Murty, P.J. Flynn, Data clustering: a review, ACM Computing Surveys 31 (3) (1999) 264–323. [4] J. Han, M. Kamber, Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques, In Morgan Kaufmann, 200
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